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PREFACE
In this booklet, you will find instructions and
recommendations for using this submission
in an effective format. It should be noted
that “recommendations” is the heavily
favored term in that these suggestions are to
give myself as the designer some direction 
when pwhen presenting the logotype and some of 
the features. If this design is chosen, it is 
completely open to the deciding party to 
change the logo and its usage to fit their 
needs.

Another reason for making a booklet is for
my own practice in print and branding as I 
am gam graduating soon. I would like to extend a 
“Thank You” to the persons in charge for 
allowing us to have a part in what I hope will 
end up being one of the most successful 
career fairs that East Tennessee has to offer.

With these thoughts in mind, I hope you 
enjoy the booklet as I enjoyed making it and 
mmay the best suited design be chosen!



THE LOGO
When I first started on this logotype, one of
the first things I was very concerned about
was what had been voiced earlier:

“It’s easy to read KACFC as KFC.”

The solution was to opt for a vertical format
to force the reader to see that it was to be
rread as KACFC. By using two characters per
line, we are able to establish a solid structure
and also make sure that it works in multiple
shapes.

The second thing I was concerned about was
to make sure that the logo was understood
and therefore, the “Knoxville Area Career
FFair Consortium” was added to the logo for
public use when not in context. A separator
bar is used to indicate a cutoff and subset.

A dark and light version are shown here,
along with a version on a colored background
to show how the logo will display.
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PRESENTATION
My first idea for how to use the logo led to
the color choices along with the font choice
that are seen here. Creating a positive
atmosphere for a Career Fair is paramount.
The idea was simple: Use branding to
effectively create positive reinforcement for
both the both the students attending and the KACFC.
The solution: Banners posted at regular
intervals by the booths to display the logo
and also use a positive word that both
describes what matters most to KACFC and
what recruiters would be looking for. If
interested in learning more, please contact
the designethe designer.

The color choices are also more inviting. 
Colors seen here have slightly less saturation
than their fully saturated counterparts, giving
a more relaxed look. These make good
starting points to mix other colors with.

Font choice was crucial to keep continuity
betbetween all of the elements. Neutra Text is a
very versatile font and is suited for a myriad 
of applications. The lower crossbars in the
capitals give it a very classic and weighted
feel. This is followed by clean edges and
geometric shapes that keep it very formal, a
perfect mix for a professional organization.



Recommended Color Palette

#F50020
R: 245
G: 0
B: 32
PT: SC 185 C

#82000F
R: 130
G: 0
B: 15
PT: SC 1815 C

#330007
R: 51
G: 0
B: 7
PT: SC 4975 C

#F3C000
R: 243
G: 192
B: 0
PT: SC 7406 C

#7D6200
R: 125
G: 98
B: 0
PT: SC 1265 C 

#2E2400
R: 46
G: 36
B: 0
PT: SC Black 2 C

#17AD33
R: 23
G: 173
B: 51
PT: SC 361 C

#026114
R: 2
G: 97
B: 20
PT: SC 349 C

#002206
R: 0
G: 34
B: 6
PT: SC 5535 C

#3753B9
R: 55
G: 83
B: 185
PT: SC 2725 C

#142566
R: 20
G: 37
B: 102
PT: SC 2756 C

#040B26
R: 4
G: 11
B: 38
PT: SC 5255 C

PT = Pantone
SC = Solid-Coated

Recommended Font: Neutra Text
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NEUTRA TEXT DEMI

Neutra Text Light Italic

------------------------

------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Spacing: -140 & -100

Spacing: -100

Styles &
Alternates:

Numbers:

TraditionalLight

Book

Demi

Bold

Alternate

AaAaAa
AaAaAa
AaAaAa
AaAaAa

8765

8765
Secondary title size is always
half the size of the Title text
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EXAMPLES
These samples serve to gain a better
understanding as to how this logo will display
in real world application. The logo itself lends
itself readily to many different formats, both
long and wide.

Advertising is another focus that I explored,
including hincluding how to utilize the type of
organization that this is. The idea was to
create a central connection with the reader,
a link between KACFC and you. If this
appeals to KACFC, I would suggest keeping
statements at eight to ten words at most.
This will ensure that the sign is read in the
shoshort amount of time that most passing the
sign will have. It also ensures that the
message is digested and that the branding is
realized in the shortest amount of time.
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2230 W Midway St.
Knoxville, TN 36674

John Doe
1435 Callaway Dr.
Knoxville, TN 36674

Dear Sir/Madam,

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Morbi mollis semper nunc, eget luctus odio placerat eu. 
Vestibulum mattis a libero sed dictum. Quisque pellentesque, libero non molestie viverra, urna nisl pharetra tellus, e
u dignissim risus libeu dignissim risus libero non lacus. Duis convallis iaculis erat, non rhoncus libero tempor ac. Etiam et rhoncus mi. Nulla 
auctor aliquam dui ut placerat. Maecenas eleifend, sem et finibus vestibulum, ipsum velit laoreet orci, at malesuada 
erat leo at ipsum. Donec mi libero, lobortis et mattis ac, placerat vitae leo.

Nam tincidunt turpis ipsum, et mollis odio sagittis et. Phasellus eu velit porttitor est convallis ultrices. Praesent finibus 
feugiat lacus, eu volutpat quam porta et. Aenean auctor eget lectus vehicula mattis. Vestibulum sem dui, pulvinar in 
euismod at, ultrices vestibulum arcu. Donec sodales, purus vel hendrerit accumsan, elit odio luctus nisl, et congue 
nibh libenibh libero dictum massa. Vivamus tortor nisl, efficitur a purus euismod, condimentum accumsan urna. Nullam mi 
nunc, laoreet ac dui a, efficitur pretium nulla. Praesent nec dictum ex. Praesent condimentum eleifend tortor, vitae 
lacinia dolor suscipit ac. Nulla at mollis quam. Aliquam non ante sed elit porttitor commodo scelerisque vel eros.

Duis vel nibh ut tellus sagittis malesuada quis ac purus. In sit amet blandit libero. Phasellus consequat, velit sed 
aliquet eleifend, massa nunc dictum tellus, eu varius metus eros eget massa. Donec id congue purus. Maecenas 
pulvinar eleifend enim, eu dictum nibh scelerisque at. Aliquam a nunc dictum, interdum sem at, congue est. Fusce 
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John Doe
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Phone
(865) 322-1947
Email
jdoe@kacfc.org

2230 W. Midway St.  |  Knoxville, TN 36674  |  www.kacfc.org
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CONCLUSION
This logo is very easy to work with and
format. It should have no problem adapting
to different situations. With a very versatile
base font and form factor, it can change its
feel with very little effort.

The style and range, hopefully shown here,
was shwas showcased in many business-like
settings and, hopefully, this demonstrates its
ultimate place in the line-up that KACFC
chooses to use. Any further branding ideas
or changes that KACFC would like to discuss
can be directed at gradysm@gmail.com or
by calling 563-459-7727. I look forward to
seeing a seeing a response!

Many thanks,

Sean Grady

KACFC Branding Booklet by Sean Grady is licensed under a Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.

All rights reserved.


